
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PRIMARY 6 FIRST TERM

WKS TOPICS

Speech work: Revision

intonation practice

Structure: Revision on

verb form

i. Finite verbs

ii. Infinite verbs

iii. Regular verbs

Irregular verbs

Reading:

Revision: Passages that
encourage vocabulary

development.

Dictation for the week

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By tho end of this losson,
pupils should bo ablo to:
l. engage in dialogue and

conversation using

appropriate intonations;

'i. read words that change

meaning and

pronunciation with

different stress; read

sentences that change

meaning depending upo

stress intonation.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, in small (jroopo.
dialogue reading tho
sentences on tho mark0f
board,

ii. Pupils in pair gharo, road
aloud sentenceg on a work
Sheet ready for each pupil,

iii, Pupils role play telephone

CORE

J, Communication

collaboration

ii, Digital litotacy

iii, Croating and

imagination

conversation using the rising
and the falling tones,

For further studies, pupil% visit

the site below:

http%!/ww%flutv.corn!blog/educ

ator Engli3h/intonation
activities -teaching -English/

By the end of this lesson, i, Pupils, as a class, list twenty Critical thinking
pupils should be; verbs using brainstorm
i, identifying verb forms ii. Pupils, in pairs, label the

ii. make accurate listed verbs.

sentences using the iii Pupils, in small groups, take

different verb forms they turn to construct meaningful

identify

iii. differentiate among

various verb forms.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
1. read the given passage

sentences with underlined

verbs.

iv. For further studies, pupils

visit the site below.

Pupils, as a whole class,
read the passage silently for

better understanding.

to understanding. ii. Pupils, in small groups,

2. identify and discuss new identify and discuss new

words. words drawn from the

3. use new words in making passage.

sentences.

Pupils are to be guided to
learn the following words:

grapes, zealous, core,
reprimand, bacterial,

iii. Pupils, as individuals in their

various groups, make

meaningful sentences with

the words generated from

the given passage.

For take home, pupils as

individuals, look up to the

meanings, word classes, and
pronunciation of the given

ii, Communication and

Collaboration

iii, Digital literacy

i. Cornmunicatjon and

collaboration

ii. Critical thinking and

problem sdving
iii, Leadership and

personal developrnent

i. Digital literacy

ii Leadership and

personal development

iii Critical thinking

RESOURCES

Audio visual
Rosoorr,os',

i, (jiffgtfMjf

practit»g,

ii, Tf'%yptmg

iii,

Wob Resources',

htt(b'.//ffff'//tgj.ngf/cfr

games/

Parti, of speeåi ctvjrls
%htflhng forms

Wcb Pgsourc,cs:

Audio Visual
Resources
i. Recornrnended
Engrtå) textbook

ii. Hard copy rf%tbnary

from the passage Web
Resources Onrrie

ffctionary

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(i) Online ff;ctjonary

eradicate, hygiene,

absorbent.

words in the dictionary and

use each word in at least one
sentence.



(i) cnucal

s the end of the lesson (i) Pupils, 

the characteristics 
as a class, discuss

andWriting. Narrative By 

should be able to:
Composition. pupils 

element of a narrative

(ii) Creativity and

Imagination.

cnart

showing element of
narrative essay.

How \ spent my last

holiday

Speech work: Aural

Discrimination of the

vowels / and 1

one, warm

/a•J and

Lark, part- lock, pot

Structure: Finding

words in a simple
dictionary or long list

(extract from passage

read)

Reading:
Non-Fiction passage

i. explain the three

elements of a narrative

essay

ii. citelHighlight the key or

attracted scenes,

places, events etc in

holiday

iii. wite an essay in not

less than 150 words

about how they spent

their holiday.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. draw the contrast

between the sounds

ii. identify and distinctively

pronounce the vowel

sounds

iii use each word having

the sounds in

essay.

(ii) Pupils. in small groups,

discuss the interesting

aspects of their holiday.

(iii) Pupils, as individuals, write

an essay on how they

spent their last holiday.

i. Pupils, as a class, study a

chart, identify and

pronounce each sound

appropriately.

ii. Pupils in small groups,

draw contrast between the

long and short vowel

sounds respectively.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, construct

(iii) Leadership and

personal

development

l. Communication and

collaboration

ii. Leadership and

personal

development

iii Creativity and

Imagination

sentence. meaningful sentences with

the pairs of sounds

bringing out the contrast.

iv. Pupils visit the site below

for further studies:

https:/lpronouncian.comfintro

duction-to-vowels.

By the end of the lesson, i) Pupils, as a class, discuss
pupils should be able to: important parts of the

i) Digital literacy

ii) Leadership and

(ii) Web Resources

ng/narvativeessay@ssi

gnment(

Audio Visual
Resources
l. ChartslFlashcards
ii. Audio player
iii. Recommended
English text books
Web Resources
i.https:(lpronuncjamgo

mfintroduetion-to-

vowels

Wttps•.llwww.fluerytwco

n lishlen li
vowel-practice(.

Audio visual
resources

i) categorize words in dictionary.

alphabetical order. ii) Pupils, in small groups,

ii) use the guide words make a list of ten words
given at the top of each each whose meanings they
page on a dictionary to are to find in the dictionary.
search for specific iii) Pupils, in small groups,

personal development Hard copy dictionary
iii) Communication and Web resources online

collaboration dictionary
iv) Critical thinking and

problem solving.

words

iii) determine other

information about a

given word from the

dictionary

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l) identify difficult words

from the passage

ii) write the meaning of the

identified words and

use them in another

meaningful sentence.

iii) demonstrate how each

word is applicable to
the issues in the

passage.
iv) develop answers from

the passage to the

given passage.

arrange the words in

alphabetical order and find
their meanings.

l) Pupils, as class, brainstorm
to identify the difficult words

after they have read the

passage silently
ii) Pupils, in small groups, write

the meanings of the

identified words and use

them in another meaningful

i) Communication and

collaboration

ii) Leadership and
personal

development
iii) Creativity and

Imagination

iv) Citizenship

Audio Visual

Resources

Flash cards
Pictures
Recommended

English text book

Web resources

sentences.

iii) Pupils pair up to

demonstrate the words and

sentences related to the

passage.
iv) Pupils, in each group,

compare their answers with

other groups, through their

group leaders



en 'Ish Lan o

WKS TOPICS

the week

Writing:

Introduction Paragraphs

Speech work:

Aural Discrimination of

consonant sounds. It/

and

tin - thin,

/ I/ and /r/

Word Formation:

Synonyms

Beautiful - pretty
Large - big
Small - uny

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

Pupils are to be quided to:

Learn the following words:

sel@uarantine, synergy,

distancing, Isolation,

pandemic, virtual, remote,

internet. contaminate,

incubation, immune,

support.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i) identify the main point

of the essay.

ii) paraphrase the

identified points in a

short and precise

manner.

iii) wite an introductory
paragraph on any

given topic

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
I identify and pronounce

consonant sounds It/

and ICJ, Il/ and /r/, Is/

and /z/.

ii. write the words

containing the sounds.

iii. contrast between the

consonant sounds

respectively.

iv. develop meaningful

sentences with the

pairs of sounds.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. define synonyms;
ii. identify the synonyms

of given words.

iii. use the words and

synonyms correctly in

sentence.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

For take home, pupils as
individuals, look up the
meanings, word classes and
pronunciation of the given
words in a dictionary and use
each word in at least one
sentence,

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

ii.

iii.

Pupils, in small groups,
brainstorm to deduce

important points in the

given topic.
Pupils, in small groups,
decide on the best words

to convey their ideas.
Pupils, in small groups,
join ideas to words, write

their first introductory

paragraph.

Group leaders present

introductory paragraph to

the whole class for

evaluation.

Pupils, in small groups,

recognize the sounds on a

given chart and pronounce

the sounds for one

another.

Pupils as a class, mimic

the mouth positioning

model to pronounce both

sounds.

Pupils, in small groups,

study a short

comprehension passage
and write out words that

have the sounds.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

i) digital
ii) Leadership and

personal

development

iii) Critical thinking

i) Leadership and
personal
development

ii) Critical thinking
iii) Creativity and

iii. Pupils, in pairs, construct

sentences with the words

containing the sounds;

each leader of the groups

presents the sentences

and pronounces the words

distinctively for the whole

class.
iv. Check the website below for

further understanding:

Pupils, as a class, watch a

video that illustrates the

definition of synonyms.

ii. Pupils, in small group, read a

predetermined passage and

their synonyms.

iii. Pupils, in small groups,

identify words and their

iv)

ii.

iii.

iv.

ii.

iii.

Imagination

Digital literacy

Communication and

Collaboration

Leadership and

personal
development

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Digital literacy.

Digital literacy

Critical thinking

@mmunication and

collaboration

creativity and

imagination,

synonyms from the passage

read.

iv. Pupils, as individuals, make

sentences with given words

and their synonyms.

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Hard du}jooarl/
Ordtog

Audio Visual
Dictionary
Course b"
Sample of
paragraph.
Web resources:

Audio Visual
Resources:
i. Flash cards

ii. Recommended text

book

web Resources:

i. Video clip

ii. Flash cards

iii. Recommended

English textbook.

Web Resources:
http$'//www,teaqh$tart

g-synonyms-in-the-

ii.https:(/yqutube/pD9k

wtpHDOY



EMBEDDED C LEARNING

LEARNING
TOPICS OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

Passages on selected pupils should be able tot

stoties.

Dictaåon for the week

Ming :Middle
Paragraph

Supplementary reading

i. read the passage

independently aloud/

ii. identify unfamiliar words

in the given passage.

iii. pronounce the

identified words

correctly and give their

meaning using their

dictionary.

iv. establish relationship

between the main

ideas and the

supporting ideas.

v. infer meaning of

implied information in

the passage.

Pupils are to be guided to:

i. learn the following words:

destination, organic,

healthy, wealth, accessible,

environment, waste, clean,

household, capacity.

At the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. create basic paragraph

outlines that include a

topic sentence.

ii. develop the three

supporting details of

middle paragraph.

iii, formulate three

complete topic

sentences, and three

complete sentences as
supporting details.

By the end of this
lesson, pupils should be
able to:
i, share with other pupils

the story read.
ii. discuss lessons learnt

from the book.
iii. relate events in the

story to their personal
lives.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

i. Pupils, in pairs, take turn to

read the passage,

ii, Pupils, in small groups,

discuss each of the words

identified from the passage.

iii. Pupils, in small group

activities, pronounce the words

identified aloud correctly.

Pupils, in class. brainstorm

on the correct answers to the

questions on the passage.

Pupils, as individuals, look up

the meaning, word classes

and pronunciation of the

given words in a dictionary

and use each word in at least,

one sentence.

i. Pupils in small groups

illustrate the definition of

paragraph

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

discusses the outline that

include a topic sentence.

iii. Pupils, as a class,

brainstorm on developing

the three complete

sentences of middle

paragraph.

iv. Pupils, in pairs, construct

SKILLS

i, Communication and

collaboration,

ii, Leadership and

personal dovolopmcnt,

iii. Critical thinking and

problem solving.

i. Critical thinking

ii. Leadership and

personal

development

iii. Communication

i. Critical thinking and

problem solving.

ii. Communication and

collaboration

iii. Creativity and

imagination

iv. Leadership and

RESOURCES

Flav,h

ftoc;ornmendod

Enoli%h text book%,

Hard copy dictionary
Online dictionary

i. Chart/flash cards
Web Resources

ii.

personal development

the complete sentences as
supporting details; each
leader of the groups

present their points.

Each pupil reads a
recommended

storybook/play/poem from
Lagos State approved
book list

ii. Each pupil discusses the
main idea of 

ii.

iii.

Communication and
Collaboration

Leadership and
personal

development

Citizenship

Audio Visual

Resources

i. Flash cards

ii. Lagos State

recommended

literature text.the story.
iii. Pupils, in small groups,

iv.

share information from the

critical thinking and
problem solving

story,

iv, Pupils, in pairs, establish
relationships between
ideas using evidence from
the passage
Each pupil discusses the
lessons/values learnt from
the story.



WKS

4

Stractorc

formatton»

Antonyms for example

Narrow - Wide

Good -

Reading

Passage on Means of

Transportation

Dictation for the week

(CARNING
onucuvts

the of

OR(.h

ill) the and

they

By the end of the lesson
pupils should be able to:
i) define antonyms

Il) produc.e the antonyms
of any Given words.

it!) use the words and

antonyms correctly in
sentence

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
t) identify words related

to transportation from

the passage

ii) Inaugurate the

relationship between

the topic sentence and

the rnajn idea in a

given passage.
lit) answer questions

correctly form the

given passage.

iv) affix contextual

meanings to new

words generate from

the given passage.

v) demonstrate how each

word is applicable to

the means of

transportation .

Pupils are to be guided to

learn the following words:

Inspiration, millennium,

zealous, syndicate, judge,

pandemic, epitome, vein

blur, print

LEARNING

ACTIVITI(S

wcn'd a

l") gn smat!

mmmand from
loadorq With distinct stress
on different wordq.

IV) For further studios, puptfs
the Site below.

https//www(luentucorrvb(og'e

l) Pupils, as a class, watch a
Video that illustrate the
definition of antonyms.

Il) Pupils, in small groups, read
a predetermined passage
that illustrates words and
their antonyms.

iii) Pupils, in small groups,
identify words and their
antonyms form the passage
read

iv) Pupils, as individuals, make
meaningful sentences with

given words and their
antonyms.

i) Pupils in collaboration
generate words associated

with means of

transportation in a video

clip and a give passage
after they have read the

passage silently,
ii) Pupils, in small groups,

write the meaning of the

identified words and use

them in other meaningful

sentences constructively.

iii) Pupils pair up to

demonstrate the words and

sentences associated with

means of transportation.

iv) Pupils, in each group,

contrast their answers with

another group, through their

group leaders.

Pupils, as individuals, look up

the meaning, word classes

and pronunciation of the given

words in the dictionary and

use each word, in at least,

one sentence.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

i') hem

i) Digital literacy
ii) Critical thinking and

probiem sofvtng
iii) Communication and

collaboration

iv) Creativity and
imagination

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Communication and
collaboration

Leadership and
personal

development

Creativity and

Imagination

Think pair share

i) Critical thinking

ii) Communication

iii) Leadership and

En jish Lan ua

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Flash CardeChat1
infonafrjrv

Web

Audo Tsud
Resovces:

ii) Flash cards
iii) Recommen&d
Engfish text booe
Web Resources:

er.corrlaubfog teachn

i) Flash Cards
i) Pictures
iii) Video clips

iv) Recommerded
English text book
Web Resources:
i)htWs•J!www.goÉe.c

omlsearch?qiient-

firefox-

ii)https:!twww.proenix-

yof-means-of-
transportationtems.ht

Hard copy dictionary

Web Resources:

Online Dictionary

personal
development



LEARNING

NKS TOPICS

Wiiting: Conclusion

Paragraphs

Questims 

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson, 

pupils should be able to:

construct a good

to dove the purpose 

i) 

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, 
collaborate 

in small 

to give 

groups,
a soft

landing to the concluding

parts of the paragraph.

ii) Pupils, 

draw various 

in small 
conclusions.

groups,

of the composition home.
iii) Pupils, in pairs, construct

the concluding 
paragraph;

each leader of the groups

presents their conclusions.

By 
lesson, i) Pupils, as a class, read aloud 

pupils should be able to:
using the most appropriate

SKIL

i) Critical thinking and

problem solving

ii) Communication and

collaboration

iii) Think pair share

iv) Leadership and

personal
development

ii) 
i) 

Communication 
Think pair share

and

iii) Whole class brain

and statements

Structure:

Review of verb foms.

Reading:

i) use yes/no questions

intonation/pitch at the

intonation.

ii) Pupils, in small groups, take

tums to answer the yes/no 

questions tend to have rising 

storm

iv) small group

discussion

ii) answer why and how

quesåons tends to

have falling

intonation/pitch at the

iii) make statements with

falling intonations I

pitch on the last

syllable of the

sentence

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i) differentiate types of

verb in relation to time;

ii) apply the various verb

forms previously leamt

appropriately in

sentences.

iii) identify the various verb
foms use in each
sentence.

By the end of the lesson,

intonation.
small group activities.

iii) Pupils, in pairs, formulate

who/how questions having

falling intonation.

iv) Pupils, in small groups,

statements with falling

intonation respectively.

v) For further studies, pupils

visit the web below:

om/question-

statementcom/question-statement-

common-intonation-pattem

i) Pupils, as a class, list
twenty examples of verb.

ii) Pupils, in pairs, differentiate

the various types of verb in

relation to time;

iii) Pupils, in small group, take

turns to construct

meaningful sentence with

various verbs on flash
cards.

iv) For further studies pupils
visit the site below:

https://www.education.com

i) Pupils in collaboration

i) Critical thinking and

problem solving

ii) Communication and
collaboration

iii) Think pair share
iv) Digital literacy

Passage on an accident
or an event.

pupils should be able to:
i) identify words related to

accident or an event.
ii) inaugurate the liaison

between the topic
sentence and the main
ideas in a given
passage

generate words associated
with an accident or event
after they have read the

i) Communication and
collaboration

ii) Leadership and

passage silently.
ii) Pupils, in small groups, write

the meaning of the identified
words and use them in
another meaningful

personal

development
iii) Think pair share
iv) Critical thinking and

problem solving

s

Chart / flash cards
Web Resources:
i)

Audio Visual
Resources:
i) Flash cards
ii) Chart

Web Resources
https:l'/www.optimacom

munication-

com/question-

statement-common.

intonation-practice

Audio Visual
Resources
i) books with different
part of speech

ii) chart showing verb
forms

Web Resources:
https://www.education.

com/

Audio Visual

Resources

i) flash cards

ii) Pictures

iii) Recommended

English text book

Web Resources.

iii) read independently and
answermuestions from
the given passage.

iv) aflX correspondent
meanings to new words
generate from the given
passage

v) demonstrate how each
word is related to an
accident or an event.

sentences constructively.
iii) Pupils pair up to

demonstrate the words and
.sentences associated with
accident or event.

iv) Pupils, in each group,
contrast their answers with
another group through their
group leaders.



WKS TOPICS

Oir,tation for wotJk

Writing:

Simplo
introductory, middle and

cmc,luding paragraph%

Grammar: Review of

indirect speech:

Dictation for the week

Writing: Narrative writing:

giving an eye witness

account of an event.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

Pupils to bo to

h%fltago, hoot"",

agithtg, %trikø, lat/;ur,

By the end of the lesson,

pupil% should be able to:
I) writc a

rørrjpeu%ition

highlighting the:

introductory, middle and

('oncluding paragraph,

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. define indirect speech

ii, identify indirect %peech

as used in any pawage,

iii. use appropöjately,

punctuation, omit all

quotation marks end the

sentence with full stop.

iv, use pronouns

appropriately.

Pupils are to be guided to

learn the following words,

Audit, broadcast, fade

documentary, feature,

scene anchor, illustration,

animation theater.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
define narrative writing;

types, elements and

examples

ii. use appropriate verbs

and linking words in

writing;

iii. compose a narrative
writing on any given

topic,

UNIFIED SCHEMES

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

tig rrganiro, word ardu
of guen

in a ($%tmary ard
cuti word in, at least, me

l) Pupils, in srnag grq,JPS,
illustrate the Lfinifgn d
rnnposi%on,

ii) Purns, in %thtg the
of a rpod

iJi) Pupils a dazs, brainstorm
on developing

rnnp%ition wr,g t',e
introductory, middle and

rmduding paragraphs
respectively,

i") Pupils, in pairs, rmstruct

the complete sentences as
supporting details; each

leader, of the groups

przent their points,

Pupils, as a dass, pid a
flash card each, (the flash

cards have sentences in
them)

ii, Pupils tbke tum to repot the

information on t;eir ads to

the whole dass using

passage.
iii. Pupils, as individuals, fill a

table labeled direct speech

and indirect speech

restively with given

sentences.

Pupils, as individuals, look

up the words in the

dictionary for meanings,

word classes and

pronunciation

ii. Pupils, as individuals, use

each word in at least one
sentence.

i, Pupils, as a class, review
samp;es of writings and

select amongst them.
Narrative writings:

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

brainstorm on the

distinguishing features, of the

writings they choose from the

others presented.

iii. Pupils in pairs interjew one

another, they each write a
report to narrate the

interview.
iv. Pupils, as individuals, write

narrative essays of tieir own

on any given topic. They
bring their wriüng-ups to class

for evaluation.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

j) Cdre and

ii) md
r"atndyn,

i) Pervnd
Ev@r.ert

i) Carrrnniczt%/l and
ccuy:rafrn

ii) C6fÄ thinking ard
prot/ern

g') Leadership

persona development

i. finking
ii, Cornrrwnicatm and

collaborajon
iii, Creativity and

imagination.

Digital literacy

ii. Critical thinking

iii. Leadership and
personal

development

i.

ii.

fli.

Critical thinking and

problem solving.

Leadership and

personal

development
Communication and

collaboration

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Av%u

P.e•wuræs
Had düna ey
Web Resaroes

Audio Visual
Resources
i) Sample of
cornposition eat
i) Recommended
Engrtsh text book

i') Flash cards
Web Resources

AUDIO
Resources
Flash cards
Smarty board

Audio visual
Hard copy dictionary

Onfine dictionary

L Audio visual smart

board

ii. Samples of witjngs.

iii. Flash cards or topics

ttat can be used for

narrative writing

iv. A char*-t of finking

words.

Web Resources:

jonary.corn/narrative-

essay-examples.htnl
https•]/youtube.>e/ebyz

m-htbym
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CORE
WKS TOPICS LEARNING LEARNING EMBEDDED 

Supplementary reading.

6 Speech Work: Use of
Intonation to distinguish
between commands;
questions and statement

Reading: Reading formal
letters

Grammar: Direct Speech

OBJECTIVES

By tho ond of tho losson,
pupils should bo ablo to:
i, share with other pupils

the story read'.

ii. discuss lesson learnt

(orm tho book;

iii, colate ovonts in tho

story to their personal

life.

By tho end of tho lesson,

pupils should be able to:
i. distinguish between

commands: questions

and statement.
ii. use the correct

intonation while giving

command

iii. use correct intonation

while asking questions

iv. use the correct
intonation while

making statement

respectively.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. recognize features of a

formal letter after

reading it.

ii. deduce the important

points from the letter.

iii. answer any question

about the contact of the

letter.

By the end of the lesson

pupils should be able to:

i. define direct speech

ii. identify a direct speech

as used in any

sentence or passage.

iii, use appropriate

punctuations like the

quotation mark (
0
")

correctly.

iv. choose appropriate

reporting verbs.

ACTIVITIES

from

Stato approved book (tat,

ii. Ench pupil (liqcuqqoq tho

main idoa of tho Gtory,

iii.Pupilfi, in gmall groupG,

information from tho story

iv. Pupils. in pairs, 09tablish

relationships botwocn ideas

using evidence from tho

passage,

Each pupil discusses tho

lossons/values learnt from the

story.

ii.

Pupils, as a class, read

aloud the command.

question and statement on

the flip chart.

Pupils, in small group,

discuss the appropriate

intonation to be used while

giving command, asking

questions and making

statements.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, generate

command, questions and

statement, each leader of

the groups present their

activities.

iv. For further studies, pupils

visit the site below:

015104LdistLngui$hing»etweßn:

commands-

l. Pupils, as a class, take

tums to read the letter one

paragraph after another.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

discuss the parts (features)

of a formal letter.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, answer all

the questions attached to

the letter.

i. Pupils, in pairs, engage in

dialogue, where one pupil

speaks about a recent

experience and the partner

reports directly as direct speech.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

whisper the same sentence

into each other's ears without

adding to it.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, come

together to settle an imaginary

SKILLS

Croativity and

irnaoinntion,

ii, C,omtnunicotion and

collaboration

iii ,

Communication and

collaboration.

ii, Critical thinking and

problem solving

iii. Leadership and

personal

development

iv. Digital literacy.

Communication and

collaboration.

ii. Creating and

imagination.

iii. Leadership and
personal

development,

Communication and

collaboration.

ii. Critical thinking and

problem solving.

iii. Citizenship

iv. Creativity and

Imagination

v. Leadership and

personal

development

fend between two pupils in the
group, another pupil shuttles

between the two fending
partners, who are far apart
trying to reach a compromise.

iv. Pupils visit the site below for
further studies•

http$!lwwwtt(yugbigo.com(w])at:

edudelighttutors.com XION

Audio Vigual
Resourcoo
i. Flath card
ii. Flip chart
iii. Recomrnonrzd
Engli3h textbook

web Resources:

httpg://ffffi//3P%lfabc;lf

uishjogbetweqn:

and3taternqnt

Recommended

English studies text

book

Web Resources.

Audio visual
Smart boar

Recommended

text book

Flash cards of

reported speech

Web Resources

com/what-is$irect•
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i CANNING
WKS TOPICS

Writing: Formal letters

Supplementary reading

MID -TERM

Speech Work:
Reporting incidents

Reading: Passage on
national values.

/\cmtvtrtrs

By tho

nhool(1 to

10

0, lot

iv, i(lor

vii.

viiiL Contacts

ix. Nonotiationg

x. Prosont

By the end of tho logson,
pupils should bo ablo to

list tho (oaturog ot a

formal lottcr. (a)

heading, body, addrogs

etc.

ii. apply those (caturos to
write their own lottors,

iii. identity tho essentials of

a formal letter and

apply it in any given

letter writing exorcise

By the ond of tho losson,
pupils should bo ablo to
i. share with other pupils

the story read.
ii. discuss lesson learnt

from the book.

iii. relate events in the

story to their personal
life.

By the end of the lesson,
learners should be able
to:

i. makes a verbal report or
incidents.

Pl.ll)ilts,

various 0t
lottor.

Pupils, in fitnall

idonti(y tho vari009

(toaturoo) of

tortnal lottor,

iii, Pupils, ag individualg, writo
theirs on formal lottoro on ti
given topic and bring it to
tho clagg for evaluation,

iv. For further studios, pupils
should visit tho below:

https://www.roadingrockotgorg

larticlo/jntcoductlon,lottor-

writing

Critical thinking

nolvinq,

Condorqhil)

pornonnl

dovolopmotit

Cotiitnutiicntion and
collaboration

Pupils, as individuals, road a
recommended story
book/play/poom from LS
approved book list.

ii.

Croativity and

Imagination

Communication and
collaboration

Citizenship

ii.

Pupils, in small groups,
make presentations of
verbal reports on the video
presented to them.
Pupils, as individuals, in

Critical thinking and
problem solving.

ii. Leadership and
personal

development
ii. demonstrate good

speech habits of clear
pronunciation, correct
stress and intonation

each group demonstrate
good pronunciation, use
correct stress and
intonations.

iii. give account of event in iii. Each group leader gives an
a logical order and account of event in a logical
vividly. order to the whole class,

By the end of the lesson, i. Pupils, as a class, read thelearners should bo able to:
i. analysethe passage

passage.

in small groups,clearly, ii. Pupils, 

ii, identify difficult words from stage a play to describe the
the passage. national value discussed in

iii. demonstrate the the passage.
importance of the national iii. Pupils, as individuals,
value the passage answer questions given in
addresses, the passage 

iv. answer questions attached class for evaluation.

and bring to the

to 

iii. Creativity and

Imagination

Citizenship

ii. Communication and

collaboration
iii. Creativity and

Imagination

iv. Leadership and
personal

development

the passage,

Audio
A tow 0t

Whilo board tot noting

Wob Resources:
httpo://www.f00dintJf0C

kot,orq/articlg/intorduct

ionooltotwritioq

Rocommondod
book from LS
opprovod book li9t,

Audio Visual
Rosourcos
i, Video clip
ii. Projoctor
iii. DVD player

Audio Visual
Resources
i. Flash cards
ii. Pictures
iii. Recommended
English text book
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WKS TOPICS

Grammar: Review of
indirect speech:

OBJECTIVES
ACTIVI

i. Critical thinking

By the end of the lesson, 

pupils should be able to

i. 

flash 

Pupils, 

card 

as 

each, 

a class, 

(the 

pick 

flash

a

cards have sentences in

ii. Communication and
AUDIO 

Visu•
Resources

Didation for the week

i. define indirect speech

indirect speech them)
ii. identify take turns to repot

as used in any passage. ii. Pupils 

the information on their

iii. Creativity and
imagination.

iii. use appropriately,
cards to the whole class in a

punctuation, omit all
passage.

quotation mar\s end the given 

sentence with full stop. iii. Pupils, as individuals, fill a

table labelled direct speech
iv. use pronouns

appropriately

Pupils are to be guided to

ieam the following words.

Audit broadcast, fade

documentary, feature.

scene anchor, illustration,

animation theater.

and indirect speech with

given sentences.

Pupils, as individuals, look

up the words in the

dictionary for meanings,

word classes and

pronunciation.

ii. Pupils, as individuals, use

i. Digital literacy

ii. Critical thinking

iii. Leadership and
personal

development

Flash 
cards

Smarty 
board

Audio 
visual

Hard 
copy 

dicti

Online 
dictionary

9 Writing: Narrative writing: By the end of the lesson, 
grving an eye witness pupils should be able to:

each word in at least one

sentence.

l. Pupils, as a class, review
samples of writings and

l. Critical thinking and
problem solving.

account of an event. i. define narrative wnting: select amongst them. ii. Leadership and

types, elements and

examples

ii. use appropriate verbs

and linking words in

wnting

iii. compose a narrative

witing on any given
topic.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

brainstorm on the

distinguishing features, of

the writings they choose

personal

development.
iii. Communication and

collaboration
from the others presented.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, interview

one another; they each write
a report to narrate the

interview.

iv. Pupils, as individuals, write a
narrative essay of their own

i. Audio visual 
smar

board

ii. Samples of
iii. Flash cards or
topics that can be
used for narrative
writing projects.
iv. A char*-t of linkirg
words.

Web Resources:
htt s://exam le.

ctionary.com/namafié

essay-examples.ht•rå

htt s:// outube.bel

Supplementary reading BY the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. share with other pupils

fre story read.
ii. discuss lesson learnt

on any given topic, they
bring their writing-ups to
class for evaluation.

i. Each pupil reads a
recommended

storybook/play/poem from
Lagos State approved book
list.

form the book. ii. Each pupil discusses theiii. relate events in the story main idea of the to their personal life iii. Pupils, in small groups

story.

share information from the
story,

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish
relationships between ideas
using evidence from the
passage

Each pupil discusses the
lessons/values 

learnt fromthe story.

zm-htbym

i. Creativity and L.S approved st"
imagination. books.

ii. Communication and

collaboration

iii. Citizenship

LAGOS 
STATE



WKS TOPICS

Spelling: Dictation 

Writing: Fomnal letter

10 Revision

ii

lii. Fhshm:
11 Examination

usedfrrel

iv.AtS%'+

Web

l'

the

OBJECTIVES

Pupils quidod to:

I-earn tho following words:

allemy, cardiac, epidemic.
hormone, infoction, potont,

obesity, squat, therapy.

LEARNING LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

for toko homo, pupilq {if,
individuals. look up tho
moaning, word clap,909 in a
pronunciation of tho Oivon
words in a dictionary and

EMBEDDED CORE

vulnerable. oach word in at loagt ono

sontonce.

By tho end of tho losson,
pupils should bo able to:

name the features of a

formal letter.

ii. write formal letters

using all the feature,

listed.

iii. write various formal

letters to suit different

Pupils, in small groups,
discuss important foaturos

of formal letters,

ii. Pupils, as individuals,
write outline for formal

letter on the given topic.

iii. Pupils bring the

completed letter to their

groups for pair review.

ii.

SKILLS

Digital litorocy.

Loadorohip and
porgonaj

dovolopmont

Critical thinking.

Critical thinking

Communication and
collaboration.

Leadership and
personal

development

situations.

edudelighttutors.com
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En Lan un

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Audio vigual

Hard copy dictionary

Audio vigual
i, Letter samples
ii, Newspapers


